
PRE – READING EXERCISES (kl.6) by mgr Barbara Zajączkowska-Ocha    SP 3 SŁUPSK 

1. MATCH THE WORD AND ITS DEFINITION. 

 

1 talented – c  a This describes a job which you use your body to. 

 

2 motivated ….  b This describes a person who is kind and helps other people. 

 

3 proud        ….  c This describes a person who can do an activity very well. 

 

4 physical     ….  d This describes a person who tries very hard to do  

       something. 

 

5 caring         ….  e This describes a person who feels very happy about  

                                           something they or other   people have done.  

 

2. WRITE THE JOBS IN THE BELOW BOXES. WRITE TWO MORE JOBS IN 

EACH BOX. 

 

secretary, engineer, architect, firefighter, soldier, 

photographer, fashion designer, dancer, doctor 

 

ARTISTIC SCIENTIFIC NOT SCIENTIFIC OR 

ARTISTIC 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. DO A QUIZ AND FIND OUT - ARE YOU ARTISTIC OR SCIENTIFIC? 

 

1. What do you do first when you’ve got a comic? 

a.) read the words b.) look at the pictures c.) both 

2. Which books do you like reading the most? 

a.) non-fiction  b.) fiction  c.) both 

3. Which activity do you like doing the most? 

a.) Sudoku  b.) drawing  c.) both 

4. Which school subject do you like most? 

a.) maths   b.) art   c.) both 

 



ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ: 

Mostly As: You are scientific. Mostly Bs: You are artistic. Mostly Cs: You are scientific and artistic. 

 

THE READING ITSELF: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Billy Elliot is a film about an 11 year-old-boy who wants to be a ballet dancer. He is 

very talented, but his family think that ballet is only for girls so they want him to stop. 

Billy is very motivated and works hard to continue dancing. In the end he becomes a 

world-famous dancer and his family feel proud and happy. In the film, Billy has to fight 

against the prejudices of his family. A ‘prejudice’ is a strong feeling or opinion about 

something. His family had prejudices about the activities boys and girls should do. 

In the past, society had a lot of prejudices about work, too. There were some jobs that 

women couldn’t do. For example a woman couldn’t do physical job so there were no 

women soldiers, buliders or firefighters. Also not many women were engineers, 

scientists or architects because the society thought that women weren’t very scientific. 

There were prejudices about jobs for men, too. Men didn’t usually do artistic jobs or 

caring jobs. In the past, you hardly ever saw a man working as a secretary, a hairdresser 

or a nurse. 

Nowadays, men and women can do all these jobs. Boys and girls study artistic and 

scientific subjects at school and teachers help them to choose a job that they really want 

to do. Today there are a lot of women doing scientific jobs and there are lots of men 

who are fashion designers and hairdressers. The most important thing is to decide what 

you want to be and then follow your dream. 

PRE – LISTENING EXERCISES (kl.4) by mgr Barbara Zajączkowska-Ocha  SP 3 SŁUPSK 



Look what we’ve got! 

1. Ask  five of your classmates  and then write the answers  Yes or No in the below 

table. 

 

Have you got a …? name 

…………… 

name 

…………… 

name 

…………… 

name 

…………… 

name 

…………… 

ball      

car      

bike      

kite      

doll      

 

 

2. Complete these sentences. 

In my group …………………… of us have/has got a ball. 

In my group …………………… of us have/has got ……………….  . 

In my group …………………… of us ……………………………..  . 

In my group …………………………………………………………   . 

In my group …………………………………………………………   . 

 

3. Colour the chart. 

6      

5      

4      

3      

2      

1      

 a ball a car a bike a kite a doll 

 yellow blue green red orange 

 

 

Po powyższych zadaniach uczniowie wykonują ćwiczenie ze słuchu w celu uzupełnienia 

tabeli - jakie rzeczy posiadają  bohaterowie danego podręcznika. 


